Abstract: An energy recovery system can simulate the behavior and performance of a resistive termination, while recovering at least some of the energy that would otherwise have been dissipated within the termination. In one embodiment, the energy recovery system includes a rectification system having a plurality of tuned rectifier circuits and an RF input network to provide input power distribution to the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits and input impedance shaping to shape the collective input impedance of the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits as seen at the RF input port of the RF input network. A transmission line resistance compression network may be used to facilitate the input impedance shaping.
RF ENERGY RECOVERY SYSTEM
AND RELATED TECHNIQUES

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS


FIELD

[0002] Subject matter disclosed herein relates generally to radio frequency (RF) systems and, more particularly, to techniques and circuits for enhancing the power efficiency of RF systems and for shaping the input impedance of one or more load devices in RF systems.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Many radio-frequency circuits incorporate power resistors that dissipate energy during circuit operation. Such circuits include radio-frequency (RF) hybrids, power combiners and dividers, isolators, duplexer, outphasing RF power amplifiers, composite RF amplifier systems, termination networks and filters, among other devices. In such applications, resistors are often specified as isolation resistors, terminating resistors, dump resistors, etc. While the power dissipation associated with these resistors is undesirable, their terminal characteristics (and absorption of RF electrical power) are typically necessary for proper circuit function. For example, a terminating resistor of a specified resistance value is necessary in an isolating power combiner (such as, for example, a Wilkinson combiner) in order to preserve isolation between the combiner input ports. Likewise, a circulator having a terminating resistor coupled to a port thereof may be used as an RF isolator that passes signals flowing in one direction while terminating signals flowing in an opposite direction. The energy
absorption of the resistor coupled to the circulator is required for the *isolator* to function as intended.

[0004] Because efficiency and energy draw are important in many RF applications, the loss associated with such resistors is undesirable. *Moreover,* the heat generated by such resistors is undesirable and can limit miniaturization of these items and place burdens on supporting devices (e.g., increasing *cooling* requirements, requiring fans, etc.). It would thus be desirable to realize the electrical function of power resistors (e.g., providing a nearly constant equivalent resistive input impedance at a specified operating frequency and absorbing RF electrical power), while reducing the dissipation of the absorbed power.

[0005] In energy recovery systems and many other applications, there is a need to reduce a range over which an input resistance varies. For example, in an energy recovery system that uses a plurality of tuned rectifier circuits to convert an RF signal to DC, there may be a need to compress a resistance range looking into the various rectifier circuits into a smaller range. The compressed resistance may then be presented to an RF circuit as a resistive termination. In such applications, a resistance compression network may be provided to perform the compression. Some examples of resistance compression networks are described in U.S. Patent No. 7,535,133 to Perreault et al., which is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

[0006] As with most circuits and systems, it is generally desirable that resistance compression networks be relatively simple and inexpensive to fabricate, in addition, if it is generally desirable that resistance compression networks have relatively low loss. It may also be desirable that such networks be capable of performing other functions in addition to resistance compression. As such, there is a need for resistance compression networks that are capable of providing some or all of these attributes.

**SUMMARY**

[0007] Systems and techniques are described herein for providing desirec| operational characteristics of a resistive termination in an RF system, while also
allowing power that would normally be dissipated in a resistive termination to be recovered and converted to a useable form,

[0008] Resistance compression networks and techniques are described herein that use transmission line segments having asymmetric lengths to reduce a range over which the input resistances of a plurality of loads vary. These resistance compression networks may be used in energy recovery systems and in other applications. The resistance compression networks are capable of being easily and inexpensively fabricated using printed circuit techniques. In addition, the resistance compression networks are capable of lossless or near lossless operation in some implementations, in some embodiments, the resistance compression networks may be adapted to provide filtration functions in addition to resistance compression. Also, in some embodiments, the resistance compression networks may be adapted to reduce the degree to which an input immittance of a resistance compression network appears susceptive as compared to the immittance of a plurality of loads. Multi-stage transmission line resistance compression networks may be provided in some implementations to generate a higher level of compression. In general, the transmission line resistance compression networks described herein may provide resistance compression at a fundamental frequency, in some embodiments, however, transmission line segment lengths may be selected in a manner that also provides compression at one or more harmonic frequencies.

[0009] In accordance with one aspect of the concepts, systems, circuits, and techniques described herein, an energy recovery system is provided that is capable of simulating the behavior of a resistive termination by providing an approximately constant, resistive input impedance to a radio frequency (RF) circuit coupled to the energy recovery system, while recovering energy that would otherwise have been dissipated had a resistive termination been used. The energy recovery system may comprise: a rectification system having a plurality of tuned rectifier circuits and a plurality of rectifier input ports corresponding to the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits, the rectification system to rectify RF energy received at the plurality of rectifier input ports to generate a direct current (dc) signal at one or more rectifier output ports, wherein the tuned rectifier circuits are each tuned to provide an approximately resistive input impedance across a finite
input power range; an RF input network having an RF input port and multiple RF output ports, the RF input port forming an input of the energy recovery system and the multiple RF output ports being coupled to the plurality of rectifier input ports of the rectification system, the RF input network to provide input power distribution to the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits and input impedance shaping to shape the combined input impedance of the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits as seen at the RF input port of the RF input network; and a dc-dc converter system having an energy recovery input port and a dc output port, the energy recovery input port of the dc-dc converter system coupled to the output port of at least one rectifier to convert rectified power to a useable dc output voltage, wherein the voltage at the energy recovery input port of the dc-dc converter system is regulated.

[0010] In one embodiment, the rectification system includes a single rectifier output port that carries a combined dc signal of the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits, the single rectifier output port being coupled to the energy recovery input port of the dc-dc converter system,

[0011] In one embodiment, the dc-dc converter system comprises a dc-dc converter that regulates its input voltage.

[0012] In one embodiment, the dc-dc converter is configured so that the regulated input voltage of the dc-dc converter changes based, at least in pari, on an RF input power level of the rectification system.

[0013] In one embodiment, the energy recovery system further comprises at least one additional RF input network: and at least one additional rectification system coupled to the energy recovery input port of the dc-dc converter system,

[0014] In one embodiment, the dc-dc converter system comprises a three-or-more port dc-dc converter that includes a first port whose voltage is regulated by the dc-dc converter and which receives an output signal of the rectification system, a second port to output recovered energy to a load device, and a third port to provide power to the dc-dc converter for use in regulating the output voltage of the second port.
In one embodiment, the third port of the dc-dc output converter is coupled to an energy buffer for use in storing energy to regulate the output voltage of the second port.

In one embodiment, the dc-dc converter system comprises: (a) a first dc-dc converter having an input port and an output port the first dc-dc converter input port coupled to the single rectifier output port to convert rectified power to a useable dc output voltage at the first dc-dc converter output port, and (b) a second dc-dc converter having an output port coupled to the input port of the first dc-dc converter to regulate an input voltage thereof.

In one embodiment, the first and second dc-dc converters are both switched-mode converters.

In one embodiment, one of the first and second dc-dc converters is a linear regulator and the other of the first and second dc-dc converters is a switched-mode converter.

In one embodiment, the rectification system includes multiple rectifier output ports that each correspond to a subgroup of the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits; and the dc-dc converter system comprises multiple dc-dc converters having regulated input voltages coupled to the multiple rectifier output ports to receive dc signals from the multiple rectifier output ports and covert them to one or more useable dc output voltages.

In one embodiment, the RF input network includes a resistance compression network (RCN) to compress the resistance of the combined input impedance of the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits as seen at the RF input port of the RF input network.

In one embodiment, the resistance compression network has an order of 2 or greater.

In one embodiment, the resistance compression network is a lossless or near lossless network.

In one embodiment, the resistance compression network includes a pair of complementary reactances each having a terminal connected to a common potential.
[0024] In one embodiment, the resistance compression network includes one or more transmission line sections.

[0025] In one embodiment, the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits includes at least one tuned rectifier circuit that is tuned to provide an approximately resistive input impedance,

[0026] in accordance with another aspect of the concepts, systems, circuits, and techniques described herein, a machine implemented method for use in capturing energy output by a radio frequency (RF) circuit comprises: receiving an RF signal from the RF circuit; distributing the RF signal among a plurality of tuned rectifier circuits, the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits to each generate a direct current (dc) signal at an output thereof in response to the RF input signal, wherein the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits are each tuned to provide an approximately resistive input impedance across a finite input power range; providing impedance shaping for the approximately resistive input impedances of the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits to provide an approximately constant, resistive input impedance to the RF circuit; and regulating an output voltage of the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits.

[0027] In one embodiment, the method further comprises applying one or more dc signals output by the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits to one or more dc-dc output converters, at least one of which has a regulated input voltage, to convert the one or more dc signals to one or more useable dc output voltages,

[0028] In one embodiment, providing impedance shaping includes providing resistance compression to compress the input impedances of the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits to provide the approximately constant, resistive input impedance to the RF circuit.

[0029] In one embodiment, the method further comprises: combining output signals of the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits to generate a combined output signal; delivering the combined output signal to a dc-dc output converter to convert the combined output signal to a useable dc output voltage; and regulating an input voltage of the dc-dc output converter.
[0030] In one embodiment, distributing the RF signal among a plurality of tuned rectifier circuits includes delivering a portion of the RF signal to a first tuned rectifier circuit that is tuned to provide an approximately resistive input impedance.

[0031] In accordance with still another aspect of the concepts, systems, circuits, and techniques described herein, a resistance compression network is provided to shape an input impedance at a port for transferring energy to multiple loads at a first frequency. More specifically, the resistance compression network comprises; a first transmission line segment having a first electrical length at the first frequency, the first transmission line segment having an output for coupling to a first load; a second transmission line segment having a second electrical length at the first frequency, the second electrical length being different from the first electrical length, the second transmission line segment having an output for coupling to a second load; and a compression port coupled to inputs of both the first and the second transmission line segments; wherein, over a set of operating conditions of interest, an equivalent resistance looking into the compression port at the first frequency varies over a first resistance range as equivalent resistances of the first and second loads vary over a second resistance range, wherein a range ratio associated with the first resistance range is less than a range ratio associated with the second resistance range, wherein the range ratio of a subject range is a ratio of a largest resistance value in the subject range to a smallest resistance value in the subject range.

[0032] In one embodiment, the first and second loads have input impedances that vary in substantially the same manner under similar conditions,

[0033] In one embodiment, the first and second loads have Input impedances that are approximately resistive at the first frequency,

[0034] In one embodiment, the first and second transmission line segments each have substantially the same characteristic impedance $Z_0$.

[0035] In one embodiment, the first transmission line segment has an electrical length of $\pi/2 + N\pi + 2\theta$ radians and the second transmission line segment has an electrical length of $\pi/2 + M\pi - \Delta\theta$ radians, where $N, M \in [0, 1, 2, ...]$. 
In one embodiment, the resistance range of the first and second loads at the first frequency has a lower bound $\frac{3\pi}{4} \cdot m_{3\pi}$, an upper bound $\frac{3\pi}{4} \cdot m_{3\pi}$ and a center value $R_{L,center}$ that is the geometric mean of $\frac{3\pi}{4} \cdot m_{3\pi}$ and $R_{L,max}$; and the characteristic impedance $Z_0$ of the first and second transmission line segments is approximately $Z_0 \approx \frac{3\pi}{4} \cdot m_{3\pi} \cot (\Delta \theta)$.

In one embodiment, the first transmission line segment has an electrical length of $\pi + N\pi + \Delta \theta$ radians and the second transmission line segment has an electrical length of $\pi + M\pi - \Delta \theta$ radians, where $N, M \in [0, 1, 2, ...]$.

In one embodiment, the resistance range of the first and second loads at the first frequency has a lower bound $R_{L,min}$, an upper bound $R_{L,max}$, and a center value $R_{L,center}$ that is the geometric mean of $R_{L,min}$ and $R_{L,max}$; and the characteristic impedance $Z_0$ of the first and second transmission line segments is approximately $Z_0 \approx \frac{3\pi}{4} \cdot m_{3\pi} \cot (\Delta \theta)$.

In one embodiment, the first and second transmission line segments have different characteristic impedances.

In one embodiment, the resistance compression network is configured to provide substantially the same power to the first and second loads if the first and second loads have substantially the same impedance.

In one embodiment, the resistance compression network is configured for use with loads that include rectifier circuits.

In one embodiment, the resistance compression network further comprises a quarter-wave transformer coupled to the compression port to transform the impedance looking into the compression port.

In one embodiment, the compression port is a first compression port; and the resistance compression network further comprises (a) a third transmission line segment having a third electrical length at the first frequency, the third transmission line segment having an output for coupling to a third load; (b) a fourth transmission line segment having a fourth electrical length at the first frequency, the fourth electrical length being different from the third electrical length, the fourth transmission line segment having an output for coupling to a fourth load; and (c) a second compression port coupled to inputs of the third and fourth...
transmission line segments; wherein, over the set of operating conditions of interest, an equivalent resistance looking into the second compression port at the first frequency varies over a third resistance range as equivalent resistances of the third and fourth loads vary over a fourth resistance range, wherein a range ratio associated with the third resistance range is less than a range ratio associated with the fourth resistance range.

[0044] In one embodiment, the resistance compression network further comprises: (a) a fifth transmission line segment having a fifth electrical length at the first frequency, the fifth transmission line segment having an output coupled to the first compression port; (b) a sixth transmission line segment having a sixth electrical length at the first frequency, the sixth electrical length being different from the fifth electrical length, the sixth transmission line segment having an output coupled to the second compression port; and (c) a third compression port coupled to inputs of the fifth and sixth transmission line segments; wherein, over the set of operating conditions of interest, an equivalent resistance looking into the third compression port at the first frequency varies over a fifth resistance range as equivalent resistances at the first and second compression ports vary over the first and third resistance ranges, respectively, wherein a range ratio associated with the fifth resistance range is less than range ratios associated with the first and third resistance ranges.

[0045] In one embodiment, the resistance compression network further comprises a quarter wave transformer coupled to the third compression port.

[0046] In one embodiment, the resistance compression network is configured for use with loads having input impedances that vary in substantially the same manner under similar conditions.

[0047] In one embodiment, the third electrical length is substantially equal to the first electrical length and the fourth electrical length is substantially equal to the second electrical length.

[0048] In one embodiment, the fifth electrical length is substantially equal to the first electrical length; the sixth electrical length is substantially equal to the second electrical length; the characteristic impedances of the first, second, third, and fourth transmission line segments are substantially the same; and the
characteristic impedances of the fifth and sixth transmission line segments are substantially the same as each other, but different from the characteristic impedances of the first, second, third, and fourth transmission line segments.

[0049] In accordance with another aspect of the concepts, systems, circuits, and techniques described herein, a circuit comprises: first and second loads having substantially the same input impedances under substantially the same operating conditions; and a transmission-line resistance compression network, including: (a) an input port; (b) a first output port coupled to the first load; (c) a second output port coupled to the second load; and (d) a transmission-line network coupled to the input port, the first output port, and the second output port, the transmission-line network comprising at least two transmission lines of different lengths; wherein, for a first operating range, the resistances at input ports of the first and second loads vary over first and second ratios, respectively, the resistance of the input impedance at the input port of the transmission-line compression network varies over a third ratio, and the third ratio is smaller than at least one of the first and second ratios.

[0050] In one embodiment, the transmission-line resistance compression network is configured to provide substantially balanced splitting of power between the first and second output ports,

[0051] In one embodiment, the transmission-line resistance compression network is substantially lossless.

[0052] In one embodiment, the transmission-line resistance compression network comprises a first transmission line having an input and an output, the first transmission line having a length that is a multiple of a quarter wavelength plus a first additional length at a first operating frequency, wherein the output of the first transmission line is coupled to the first output port of the transmission-line resistance compression network; and a second transmission line having an input and an output, the second transmission line having a length that is a multiple of a quarter wavelength minus the first additional length at the first operating frequency, wherein the output of the second transmission line is coupled to the second output port of the transmission-line resistance compression network; wherein the input of
the first transmission line and the input of the second transmission line are
coupled together to form a port.

[0053] In one embodiment, the first and second loads include rectifier circuits.

[0054] In one embodiment, the transmission-line resistance compression
network is an M-stage network connected to $2^M$ loads and comprising $2^M$
transmission-line sections incorporating transmission lines of at least two different
lengths, where $M$ is an Integer greater than one,

[0065] In one embodiment, the transmission-line resistance compression
network comprises a binary tree of transmission-line sections.

[0056] in accordance with a further aspect of the concepts, systems, circuits,
and techniques described herein, a method is provided for compressing
resistances associated with a plurality of loads. More specifically, the method
comprises: transforming an input impedance of a first load using a first
transmission line segment having a first electrical length at a first frequency, the
first load being associated with a first resistance range at the first frequency;
transforming an input impedance of a second load using a second transmission
line segment having a second electrical length at the first frequency, the second
load being associated with a second resistance range at the first frequency; and
providing a compressed resistance range at a compression port that is coupled to
inputs of the first and second transmission line segments at the first frequency, the
compressed resistance range having a range ratio that is less than a range ratio
associated with at least one of the first resistance range and the second
resistance range, wherein a range ratio of a range comprises a ratio between a
highest value in the range and a lowest value in the range,

[0057] in one embodiment, the first and second loads have Input Impedances
that vary in substantially the same manner under similar conditions.

[0058] in one embodiment, the first and second transmission line segments
each have substantially the same characteristic Impedance $Z_Q$

[0059] In one embodiment, the first transmission line segment has an electrical
length of $\frac{\pi}{2} + N\pi + \delta \Theta$ radians and the second transmission line segment has
an electrical length of $\frac{\pi}{2} + M\pi - \lambda \Theta$ radians, where $N, M \in [0, 1, 2, ...]$. 
In one embodiment, the resistance range of the first and second loads at the first frequency has a lower bound \(\frac{3}{4}, m\frac{3}{4}\), an upper bound \(R_{\text{L, max}}\), and a center value \(R_{\text{L, center}}\) that is the geometric mean of \(R_{\text{L, min}}\) and \(R_{\text{L, max}}\); and the characteristic impedance \(Z_0\) of the first and second transmission line segments is approximately \(Z_0 = R_{\text{L, center}}/|\cot(\Delta \theta)|\).

In one embodiment, the first transmission line segment has an electrical length of \(\pi + N\pi + \Delta \theta\) radians and the second transmission line segment has an electrical length of \(\pi + M\pi - \Delta \theta\) radians, where \(N, M \in \{0, 1, 2, \ldots\}\).

In one embodiment, the resistance range of the first and second loads at the first frequency has a lower bound \(R_{\text{L, min}}\), an upper bound \(R_{\text{L, max}}\), and a center value \(R_{\text{L, center}}\) that is the geometric mean of \(R_{\text{L, min}}\) and \(R_{\text{L, max}}\); and the characteristic impedance \(Z_0\) of the first and second transmission line segments is approximately \(Z_0 \approx R_{\text{L, center}}/|\tan(\Delta \theta)|\).

In one embodiment, the first and second loads include rectifier circuits.

In one embodiment, the method further comprises transforming the resistance at the compression port using a third transmission line segment having an electrical length of one quarter wavelength at the first frequency.

In accordance with a still further aspect of the concepts, systems, circuits, and techniques described herein, an energy recovery system to simulate behavior of a resistive termination for a radio frequency (RF) circuit coupled to the energy recovery system is provided. More specifically, the energy recovery system comprises: a rectification system having a plurality of tuned rectifier circuits, the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits including at least a first tuned rectifier circuit and a second tuned rectifier circuit; an RF input network to feed the rectification system, the RF input network comprising a resistance compression network that includes: a first transmission line segment having a first electrical length at a first frequency, the first transmission line segment having an output coupled to the first tuned rectifier circuit; a second transmission line segment having a second electrical length at the first frequency, the second electrical length being different from the first electrical length, the second transmission line segment having an output coupled to the second tuned rectifier circuit; and a
compression port coupled to Inputs of the first and the second transmission line segments; wherein, at the first frequency, an equivalent resistance looking into the compression port varies over a first resistance range as equivalent resistances of the first and second tuned rectifier circuits vary over a second resistance range, wherein a range ratio of the first resistance range is less than a range ratio of the second resistance range, the range ratio comprising a ratio of a largest resistance in a corresponding range to a smallest resistance in the corresponding range; and a dc-dc converter system having an energy recovery input port and a dc output port, the energy recovery input port of the dc-dc converter system being coupled to the output port of at least one tuned rectifier circuit of the rectification system.

[0068] In one embodiment, the compression port is a first compression port; the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits further includes at least a third tuned rectifier circuit and a fourth tuned rectifier circuit; and the resistance compression network further comprises: (a) a third transmission line segment having a third electrical length at the first frequency, the third transmission line segment having an output coupled to the third tuned rectifier circuit; (b) a fourth transmission line segment having a fourth electrical length at the first frequency, the fourth electrical length being different from the third electrical length, the fourth transmission line segment having an output coupled to the fourth tuned rectifier circuit; and (c) a second compression port coupled to inputs of the third and fourth transmission line segments; wherein, at the first frequency, an equivalent resistance looking into the second compression port varies over a third resistance range as equivalent resistances of the third and fourth tuned rectifier circuits vary over a fourth resistance range, wherein a range ratio of the third resistance range is less than a range ratio of the fourth resistance range.

[0067] In one embodiment, the resistance compression network further comprises: (a) a fifth transmission line segment having a fifth electrical length at the first frequency, the fifth transmission line segment having an output coupled to the first compression port; (b) a sixth transmission line segment having a sixth electrical length at the first frequency, the sixth electrical length being different from the fifth electrical length, the sixth transmission line segment having an output coupled to the second compression port; and (c) a third compression port coupled to inputs of the fifth and sixth transmission line segments; wherein, at the
first frequency, an equivalent resistance looking into the third compression port varies over a fifth resistance range as equivalent resistances at the first and second compression ports vary over first and third resistance ranges, respectively, wherein a range ratio associated with the fifth resistance range is less than range ratios associated with the first and third resistance ranges.

[0068] In one embodiment, the first and third resistance ranges are substantially the same.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0069] The foregoing features may be more fully understood from the following description of the drawings in which:

[0070] Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary energy recovery system in accordance with an embodiment;

[0071] Figs. 2A-2F are schematic diagrams illustrating energy recovery dc~dc converter systems in accordance with various embodiments;

[0072] Figs. 3A-3F are schematic diagrams illustrating tuned rectifier circuits that use diodes to perform rectification in accordance with various embodiments;

[0073] Figs. 4A-4B are schematic diagrams illustrating tuned rectifier circuits that use transistors to perform rectification in accordance with various embodiments;

[0074] Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating a rectifier circuit having a series tank and a parallel tank coupled to an input in accordance with an embodiment;

[0075] Fig. 8A is a schematic diagram illustrating an example resistance compression network (RCN) that may be used to provide power dividing and impedance shaping at the input of an energy recovery system in accordance with an embodiment;
Fig. 8B is a schematic diagram illustrating a higher order RCN that may be used to provide power dividing and impedance shaping at the input of an energy recovery system in accordance with an embodiment;

Fig. 8C is a schematic diagram illustrating an RCN that utilizes transmission-line sections and reactances to provide power dividing and impedance shaping at the input of an energy recovery system in accordance with an embodiment;

Fig. 8D is a schematic diagram illustrating a network that provides unequal power sharing and impedance shaping at the RF input of an energy recovery system in accordance with an embodiment;

Fig. 8E is a schematic diagram illustrating a network that may be used to provide additional power division using an isolating power splitter to divide power among multiple resistance-compressed rectifier systems in accordance with an embodiment;

Figs. 7A and 7B are schematic diagrams illustrating conversion networks that may be used to transfer energy from a floating input voltage port to a common-referenced output port in accordance with embodiments;

Fig. 8A is a schematic diagram illustrating an energy recovery system using an isolator as part of the energy recovery system input network in accordance with an embodiment;

Fig. 8B is a schematic diagram illustrating an energy recovery system using a circulator and providing "multilevel" isolation and energy recovery in accordance with an implementation;

Fig. 9A is a block diagram illustrating an isolator system using energy recovery at a termination port thereof in accordance with an embodiment;

Fig. 9B is a block diagram illustrating a combiner/splitter using energy recovery in accordance with an embodiment;

Fig. 9C is a block diagram illustrating a combiner/splitter using energy recovery that utilizes differential to single-ended conversion in the energy recovery system in accordance with an embodiment;
Figs. 9P and 9E are block diagrams illustrating example power amplification systems using energy recovery in accordance with various embodiments;

Fig. 10A is a schematic diagram illustrating a transmission-line resistance compression network (TLRCN) providing power dividing and Impedance shaping and having an input port and two output ports, with the output ports loaded with a pair of resistive loads;

Fig. 10B is a plot of the normalized input resistance versus the normalized load resistance for a single-level transmission-line resistance compression network, with the normalized load resistance plotted on a log scale;

Fig. 10C is a plot showing the ratio of maximum input resistance to minimum input resistance plotted versus the ratio of maximum load resistance to minimum load resistance for a single-level transmission-line resistance compression network, assuming balanced compression;

Fig. 10D is a schematic diagram illustrating a transmission-line resistance compression network (TLRCN) providing power dividing and Impedance shaping and having an input port and two output ports, with the output ports loaded with a pair of resistive loads;

Fig. 10E is a schematic diagram of an exemplary multi-level transmission-line resistance compression network (TLRCN) providing power dividing and impedance shaping and having an input port and four output ports, with the output ports loaded with resistive loads; and

Fig. 10F is a schematic diagram of an exemplary resistance-compressed rectifier system incorporating a multi-level transmission-line resistance compression network (TLRCN) and a set of resonant rectifiers.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Systems and techniques are described herein for providing desired operational characteristics of a resistive termination in a radio frequency (RF) system, while also allowing power that would normally be dissipated in a resistive termination to be recovered and converted to a useable form. Likewise, a
termination to a radio-frequency power receiver (such as an antenna or coil) that maintains desirable operating characteristics (e.g., providing a constant matched resistive termination) as operating conditions change can capture RF power that would normally be reflected or lost. To recover RF power and convert it to direct current (dc) signals, the power must be rectified. However, rectification presents many challenges in practice, especially at microwave frequencies (e.g., frequencies above 300 MHz).

[0094] First, while one may desire a constant resistive Input Impedance (e.g., 50 Ohms) to realize a desired circuit function, rectifiers at microwave frequencies typically present effective input impedances that are difficult to make resistive and which vary with RF power level and do output voltage. In systems having a high peak-to-average power ratio, the problem is particularly challenging. Second, harmonics in the RF input or associated with the rectifier system itself can affect rectifier behavior, and harmonic voltages or currents generated at the energy recovery system input by rectifier operation can be problematic to overall system operation. Third, devices capable of rectifier operation at microwave frequencies are often small (and hence cannot individually handle needed power levels), and rectifier circuits employing them are constrained to operate at low alternating current (ac) input voltages and at dc output voltages that may not be useful for utilizing recovered energy. Moreover, at microwave frequencies, the parasitica associated with rectifier devices (such as, for example, device capacitance and package inductance) can have substantial influence on circuit operation, and make it difficult to provide the desired RF input characteristics. Lastly, the RF input port where the resistor is being replaced is often floating with respect to system ground, while the recovered energy must often be provided at an output port that is referenced to system ground. In various aspects described herein, techniques and circuits are provided that make energy recovery at microwave frequencies practical and effective.

[0095] Fig. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary energy recovery system 10 in accordance with an embodiment. As illustrated, the energy recovery system 10 includes: an energy recovery de-dc converter system 12, a plurality of tuned rectifier circuits 14, and an RF input network 16 providing functions such as input impedance shaping, filtering, RF power distribution to the plurality of rectifier
circuits, and/or level shifting. As will be described in greater detail, in some alternative embodiments, multiple sets of rectifiers and RF input networks may be coupled to the same energy recovery dc-dc converter. In some other embodiments, an individual energy recovery dc-dc converter system may be provided for each rectifier. Other architectures are also possible.

[0098] As mentioned above, one challenge to realizing a practical RF energy recovery system is the fact that effective rectifier input impedance (i.e., the complex ratio of the fundamental component of RF voltage to fundamental RF current at the rectifier input port) depends upon the RF input power level and the rectifier output voltage. Moreover, the output voltage that a practical rectifier device or circuit can operate into is often not at a useful level for utilizing recovered energy. The energy recovery dc-dc converter system 12 is provided to address this challenge.

[0097] Fig. 2A is a schematic diagram illustrating an exemplary energy recovery dc-dc converter system 20 in accordance with an embodiment. As illustrated, the energy recovery dc-dc converter system 20 includes a single dc-dc converter 22. In some implementations (e.g., designs operated to include burst-mode operation), input and output capacitances \( C_{\text{RO}} \) and \( C_{\text{OUT}} \) may be provided at the input and output of converter 22 to limit voltage ripple under bursting at frequencies below the converter switching frequency. The energy recovery dc-dc converter system 20 of Fig. 2A may be used in an energy recovery system that uses, for example, a single dc-dc converter (e.g., the energy recovery system of Fig. 1). As illustrated, converter system 20 includes an input port 28 to be coupled to the outputs of the plurality of rectifiers and an output port 30 to be coupled to a load network to which recovered energy is to be delivered. In order to provide desired impedance characteristics at the RF energy recovery system input, the energy recovery dc-dc converter system 20 may be controlled to regulate the voltage at input port 28 while absorbing the power delivered from the rectifiers and delivering the absorbed power to output port 30. This can be achieved using, for example, a dc-dc converter such as a buck converter, a boost converter, a flyback converter, a buck-boost converter, or other topology, with control designed to regulate the input voltage of the dc-dc converter. Output power from the converter can be provided to a regulated or unregulated output.
The energy recovery system may often be required to operate at high peak-to-average RF power ratios. Consequently, the instantaneous power delivered to the energy recovery dc-dc converter input port 28 may vary over a wide range. Therefore, in some embodiments, converter 22 may be optimized for operation over a wide range of power levels, including the use of burst mode, cycle skipping, gate-width switching, phase shedding, and related techniques to maintain high efficiency over a wide power range.

In one implementation, the dc-dc converter 22 of Fig. 2A may be rated for the peak RF power to be recovered, thereby enabling continuous operation at peak RF power conditions. In some applications, however, it is known that such peak power conditions only occur for a limited duration. In these applications, the energy recovery converter input capacitor 24 (or other energy storage element) may be made sufficiently large such that the converter only needs to process a fraction of the peak power rating of the recovery system (but at least the average power rating), while still enabling the voltage at the rectifier output (and the energy recovery converter input 28) to be regulated to within a desired voltage range.

In many applications, it may be desirable to regulate the energy recovery converter input 28 to a nearly fixed voltage independent of rectifier input power, to provide desired operating characteristics (and effective input impedance values) of the rectifiers and, in turn, desired input impedance characteristics of the energy recovery system. In one exemplary embodiment, this is achieved by comparing the energy recovery power converter input voltage to a reference voltage to generate an error signal, and controlling the converter input current, switch current, burst rate, switching frequency, duty ratio or other control variable as a function of the error signal. That is, in this approach, the converter input voltage is regulated to a value at or near the reference voltage by feedback control of the converter. Fig. 2D is a block diagram illustrating example circuitry for performing this voltage regulation in accordance with an exemplary embodiment.

Alternatively, the energy recovery converter input voltage $V_{RO}$ may be regulated to a voltage that is a function of the current or power delivered to or from the rectifiers. This can be used to extend the operating power range over which...
the energy recovery system has desirable effective input impedance characteristics (e.g., 50 Ohms, etc). To understand this, it should be recognized that the effective input resistance of a rectifier is a function of both the power level at which the rectifier is operating and of the rectifier output voltage. For example, as is known in the art, some rectifiers ideally provide an input resistance at the fundamental operating frequency of the form \( R_{eff} \approx k(V_{RO})^2/P \), where \( R_{eff} \) is the effective resistance at the rectifier input, \( V_{RO} \) is the rectifier dc output voltage, \( P \) is the rectifier output power, and \( k \) is a constant that depends on the rectifier topology. For an ideal full-bridge diode rectifier topology, for example, \( k = 8/\pi^2 \). For an ideal voltage-doubler rectifier topology, \( k = 2/\pi^2 \) and so on. By adjusting the energy recovery converter input voltage (rectifier output voltage) to be smaller for low power (or rectifier current) levels, the effective resistance provided by the rectifier can be more approximately constant (vary over a smaller range) than if a constant voltage \( V_{RO} \) is used. This can be achieved by adjusting the above-mentioned reference voltage as a function of measured, estimated, or expected power, current or another related variable. If should be noted that to achieve this dynamic reference alternative, it is desirable to size the energy recovery converter input capacitance \( C_{RO} \) (in conjunction with any rectifier output capacitance) large enough such that the rectifier output voltage harmonics at the RF frequency and harmonics is small, but small enough that the rectifier output voltage can adjust on a time scale associated with the power variations to be compensated. Fig. 2E is a block diagram illustrating example circuitry for performing voltage regulation with a dynamic reference in accordance with an exemplary embodiment.

[0102] Fig. 2B is a schematic diagram illustrating an energy recovery dc-dc converter system 40 in accordance with another embodiment. In this embodiment, the energy recovery converter 42 is provided with a third port 44 from which energy may be drawn and/or delivered. With a third port, the energy recovery converter 42 can be configured to regulate the voltage at both its input port \( (V_{RO}) \) 46 and its output port \( (V_{OUT}) \) 48. For example, in one approach, the converter 42 can be configured as a two-input dc-dc converter with a single output. In another approach, the converter 42 can be configured to transfer power in any direction among the ports 44, 48, 48. Power needed to regulate the output port voltage that is not sourced from the input port (and rectifiers) can instead be sourced from the
third port 44. Typically, the third port 44 will provide an average source of power, but in some cases it may be constructed as a large energy buffer only, such that long-term average power is always sourced from the input port and only temporarily stored at the third port 44. As described above, $V_{RO}$ may be regulated to a fixed voltage or to a variable voltage.

[0103] Fig. 2C is a schematic diagram illustrating another exemplary energy recovery dc-dc converter system 50 in accordance with an embodiment. In this embodiment, a first converter 52 supplied from a third port 54 ($V_{P3}$) regulates the voltage ($V_{RO}$) at the energy recovery converter system input port 58 (i.e., the rectifier output), while a second converter 58 is supplied from this voltage and regulates voltage ($V_{OUT}$) at an output port 60. While the first and second converters 52, 58 may both be provided as switched-mode converters, in some applications the second converter 58 (regulating $V_{OUT}$) may be realized as a linear regulator to reduce noise at the output port 80. In some embodiments, additional converters powered from $V_{RO}$ may be utilized to regulate additional outputs. The additional converters can each be powered directly from $V_{RO}$ or they can be cascaded so that the output of one converter powers the input of another, and so on.

[0104] Fig. 2F is a schematic diagram illustrating an energy recovery dc-dc converter circuit 100 that may be used within an energy recovery system in accordance with an embodiment. The dc-dc converter circuit 100 uses an off the shelf, integrated, high voltage boost converter IC 102 (e.g., Texas instruments TPS61170) that is coupled to control circuitry for supporting operation in an energy recovery system. The high voltage boost converter IC 102 has a feedback port that was designed for use in controlling the output voltage of the converter. As shown in Fig. 2F, the energy recovery dc-dc converter circuit 100 includes logic coupled to the feedback port of the boost converter IC 102 that causes the chip to regulate the input voltage of the converter rather than the output voltage. It should be appreciated that the energy recovery dc-dc converter circuit 100 of Fig. 2F is an example of one possible converter design that may be used within an energy recovery system in an embodiment. Other converter designs may be used in other implementations.
[0105] As described previously, one of the functions of the dc-dc converter system 12 of Fig. 1 is to convert the dc output signal of the rectifiers to a useable dc output voltage. As used herein, the phrase “useable dc output voltage” and similar terms refer to voltages that are useable to perform some desired function. In various implementations, the dc output voltage of the converter may be used to, for example, power other circuitry or devices, charge a battery, provide power to a power amplifier and/or to control circuitry, or perform some other function. In each case, the dc-dc converter system may be used to generate a dc output voltage that is useable to support the corresponding function.

[0106] As described above, one component in the energy recovery system 10 of Fig. 1 is the rectifier circuit that converts RF to dc. As shown in Fig. 1, in some implementations, a plurality of rectifiers may be used to provide the overall conversion from RF to dc. A plurality of rectifiers may be used for multiple reasons. First, devices capable of efficient rectification at microwave frequencies are often small and, therefore, may not be able to handle the needed power levels individually. Second, it is often easier to take advantage of circuit parasitica (or mitigate parasitica) for smaller rectifier devices than for larger ones. In addition, as will be described in greater detail, use of a plurality of rectifiers permits a rectifier system to be constructed that provides lower effective input impedance variation than is provided by a single rectifier.

[0107] In the discussion that follows, the design of individual tuned rectifier circuits will be described. Techniques for integrating multiple rectifier circuits into a rectification system will be described later. It is desired to have a rectifier that provides approximately resistive effective input impedance (i.e., having the fundamental component of RF voltage substantially in phase with fundamental RF current at the rectifier input port) with as little variation in effective impedance (ratio of fundamental voltage to current) as possible across operating conditions. As is known in the art, the effective impedance presented by a rectifier is a function of power and rectifier output voltage. Moreover, with conventional rectifiers (e.g., implemented with diodes), even the small parasitica associated with device capacitance, package capacitance and package inductance can cause substantial deviations from resistive input impedance. To address these challenges, in at least one embodiment, rectifiers incorporating tuned networks
are used, where the tuned networks incorporate device and/or package parasitics to achieve the desired operating characteristics. Such tuned or resonant rectifiers can provide nearly resistive input resistance characteristics across a wide power range (e.g., impedance phase magnitude of less than 20 degrees over more than a 5:1 power range, etc.),

Fig. 3A is a schematic diagram of an exemplary tuned rectifier circuit 110 in accordance with an embodiment. The tuned rectifier circuit 110 is shown using a Schottky diode 112, but other device types may also be used (e.g., lateral field-effect rectifiers, etc.). Capacitor 114 represents a capacitance \( C \) including one or more of diode capacitance, diode package capacitance, and added circuit capacitance, and forms part of the tuning network. Capacitor 118 represents the rectifier output capacitance \( G_{\text{ROUT}} \). It provides a low impedance to RF, yielding approximately constant voitage at the rectifier output. Inductor 118 represents the rectifier inductance \( L \) which also forms part of the tuned network. The value of the rectifier inductance \( L \) may include diode package inductance.

In one approach, inductor 118 may be tuned near resonance with capacitor 114 \([e.g., L_R \text{ on the order of } 1/(4\pi R \%)]\). For a given value of \( C_R \), the exact value of \( L_R \) can be selected using simulation software, such as SPICE. The network is loaded with a specified fixed output voltage \( V_{\text{RO}} \) and driven with a sinusoidal input current \( i_{\text{RF}} \) (at the design frequency), with \( L_R \) selected such that the fundamental of \( V_{\text{RF}} \) is nearly in phase with \( i_{\text{RF}} \) for a range of current amplitudes. One may adjust the value of \( C_R \) (by changing discrete capacitance, diode size, etc.) and subsequently return \( L_R \) in order to achieve resistive operation of the rectifier at a desired range of power levels (and to best utilize the rectifier device capabilities). In some cases, to achieve the best resistive input impedance across power, a small reactance may be added (inductive or capacitive, not shown) in series with the positive RF input terminal of the rectifier 110. This optional reactance, which would typically be much smaller than the reactance of \( LR \) or \( C_R \), can be used to offset any residual reactance from the tuning process.

Fig. 3B is a schematic diagram illustrating an exemplary tuned rectifier circuit 120 in accordance with an embodiment. In tuned rectifier 120, \( G_{\text{ROUT}} \) is again the rectifier output capacitance, which provides a low impedance at the
operating frequency. $C_R$ is the resonant capacitance and incorporates the diode capacitance, and $L_R$ is the resonant inductance and may incorporate diode package inductance. In general, there needs to be a dc current path at the rectifier input. In the embodiment of Fig. 3B, this path is provided by an explicit inductor (i.e., optional choke inductance 122 ($L_{DC}$)) across the input terminals. In other embodiments, elements external to the rectifier 120 may be used to provide the dc current path. Tuning of this rectifier 120 may be carried out in a similar manner to the rectifier of Fig. 3A. However, instead of driving the rectifier circuit 120 with a sinusoidal current during tunings the circuit may be driven with a sinusoidal voltage while observing the fundamental of the rectifier input current.

[01 11] In some implementations, rectifier circuits may be provided that also include tuning for higher-order harmonics. Fig. 3O is a schematic diagram illustrating such a tuned rectifier circuit 130 in accordance with an embodiment. As illustrated, the rectifier circuit 130 of Fig. 3C includes a series tank 132 having an inductance $L_2$ and a capacitance $C_2$ tuned at the second harmonic to reduce device voltage stress. Rectifier circuits may also be provided that use transmission-line sections to perform some or all of the tuning function. For example, Fig. 3D is a schematic diagram illustrating a tuned rectifier circuit 140 using transmission line segments in accordance with an embodiment. As illustrated, the rectifier circuit 140 of Fig. 3D includes a quarter-wavelength line segment 142 to provide reduced voltage stress. In some implementations, the line length of this segment may be adjusted slightly longer or shorter than a quarter wavelength to compensate for rectifier device capacitance and/or inductance. Fig. 3E is a schematic diagram illustrating a class E/F rectifier 150 having a differential input port 152 in accordance with an embodiment. This rectifier circuit 150 can be driven differentially, or its input can be converted to a single-ended port using a splitter/combiner. It will be appreciated that other types of tuned rectifier circuit may be used, including those with other harmonic tunings, and those incorporating multiple diodes. In general, the tuning of a rectifier may involve selecting the inductances and capacitances such that the ac current (or voltage) at the rectifier input is substantially in-phase with the ac voltage (or current) at the rectifier input for the frequency of interest.
[01 12] Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating a resistance compressed rectifier system 160 having a pair of tuned rectifiers preceded by a resistance compression network having a pair of 50 ohm transmission line segments in accordance with an embodiment. The resistance compression network acts as an RF input network for the tuned rectifiers (although additional RF input network circuitry may be added in some implementations). The resistance compressed rectifier system 160 of Fig. 3F is operative at 2.14 GHz with a dc output voltage of 7 V and an RF input impedance near 50 Ohms.

[01 13] While the tuned rectifier circuits of Figs. 3A-3F are shown with Schottky diodes, it should be appreciated that other diode types or device types may be employed in other implementations to perform the rectification function. In some implementations, for example, transistors may be used to provide rectification (e.g., MOSFETs, JFETs, HEMTs, HBTs, etc). Fig. 4A is a schematic diagram illustrating a tuned rectifier circuit 170 that uses a transistor 172 to perform rectification in accordance with an embodiment. As illustrated in Fig. 4A, to perform rectification, the gate of the transistor 172 may be biased to an appropriate dc potential (e.g., $V_B$). Alternatively, the gate terminal may be actively driven at RF to provide synchronous rectification (e.g., $V_B$ in Fig. 4A may include a dc bias plus an RF signal with appropriate phase relative to $V_{RF}$). Fig. 4B is a schematic diagram illustrating a tuned rectifier circuit 180 that performs synchronous rectification using transistors 182, 184 that are "cross-driven" from the RF input signal itself. In general, synchronous rectification involves turning a transistor on and off with timing such that it carries an average dc current, thus providing conversion from an ac input to a dc output. In one approach, each transistor gate may be driven such that the transistor conducts current of substantially one polarity, and is turned off otherwise. That is, the transistor may be driven to conduct in a manner similar to a diode, but having a lower device drop than a diode.

[01 14] Another component in the energy recovery system of Fig. 1 is the RF input network 16 that addresses challenges associated with capturing RF energy. These challenges include the generation of undesired frequencies by the rectifiers, the need to operate with small individual rectifier devices, rectifier input impedance variations, operation at high peak-to-average power ratios, and energy...
capture at circuit ports that are not referenced to a common potential. As will be described below in greater detail, each of these challenges may be addressed by specific elements of the RF input network,

[0115] A byproduct of the rectification process is often the presence of dc, switching harmonics, and other undesired frequency components at the rectifier inputs. These undesired frequency components can cause deleterious effects in the energy recovery system. For example, the unwanted frequency content can pollute the system that the energy recovery system is connected to, can cause undesired interactions among the multiple rectifier circuits, as well as other negative effects. To suppress this content, filtering may be provided at the rectifier inputs and possibly at points closer to the energy recovery system input. In some embodiments, these filters may include tuned series and/or parallel tanks in series with the rectifier inputs (and/or interconnections) or in parallel with the rectifier inputs. For example, Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating a rectifier circuit 190 having a series tank 192 and a parallel tank 194 coupled to an input thereof, where the series tank 192 is tuned to the input frequency to pass through the desired fundamental and the parallel tank 194 is tuned to the input frequency to suppress unwanted content. Other bandpass and/or bandstop filtering (e.g. tuned to harmonics) may also be employed, as well as low-pass and high-pass filters to suppress undesired content. These filters may be implemented with discrete or integrated passive components, with transmission-line sections, or as a combination of these elements.

[0116] As described previously, better rectifier performance can sometimes be achieved at RF frequencies using rectifier devices that are small in power rating and physical size, making it advantageous to construct an energy recovery system from multiple rectifiers of reduced power rating. Moreover, utilizing a plurality of rectifiers, one can construct a rectifier system providing lower effective input impedance variation than is provided by a single rectifier, as described in detail below. To implement a multi-rectifier system, in at least one embodiment, the RF input network may include a power dividing and impedance shaping network that splits power among the various rectifiers and provides an input impedance that varies over a smaller range (e.g., a ratio of input resistances or input impedance magnitudes) than the individual rectifiers. Desirable attributes of
such a power dividing network include relatively even power splitting among the Individual rectifiers and lossless or very tow loss operation.

[0117] In some embodiments, a resistance compression network (RCN) may be used to provide the power dividing and Impedance shaping network of the RF input network. Fig. 6A is a schematic diagram Illustrating an exemplary resistance compression network 200 that may be used in an embodiment. This network is ideally lossless and splits input power among two rectifiers 202, 204 approximately equally, while providing a resistance at Its Input port 206 that varies over a smaller range than the Individual rectifiers 202, 204. This thus forms a "resistance-compressed rectifier system." The compression branch Impedance magnitude X is selected based on the input Impedance range provided by the rectifiers 202, 204. In constructing RCNs of the type in Fig. 6A for operation at microwave frequencies, care should be taken to minimize or compensate (e.g., "resonate out") shunt parasitica at the Intermediate nodes (e.g., between the Inductors and capacitors).

[0118] The resistance compression network 200 of Fig. 6A, constructed with discrete components, has the benefits of being compact and providing good operational bandwidth. Higher-order resistance compression networks (or "multilevel" compression networks) can also be used, such as the "second order" (or two-level) RCN 210 of Fig. 6B that can split power among four rectifier circuits 212, 214, 216, 218. An RCN of order M, or an M-level RCN, can split power among N=2^M rectifier circuits. Other RCN variants may alternatively be used, including RCNs that are achieved by topological duality or star-delta transformations of the network elements, RCNs that use different component types to realize the needed reactances, and RCNs that use circuit board or microstrip elements.

[0119] Power dividing and resistance compression can also be achieved with circuits Incorporating transmission-line sections (e.g., section of microstrip, etc.). Fig. 6C is a schematic diagram Illustrating a resistance compression network 230 that uses quarter wavelength transmission line sections 236, 238 and reactances 240, 242 to perform resistance compression for first and second rectifiers 232, 234. In resistance compression network 230, the reactive components 240, 242
may be realized as discrete components, components implemented in the circuit board, or as transmission-line stubs. In this embodiment, in addition to working with the shunt elements to realize resistance compression the characteristic impedance of the quarter-wave lines 236, 238 can be selected to provide a desired degree of impedance transformation. Fig. 3F described previously illustrates the details of an example implementation of a resistance-compressed rectifier system 160 that uses the resistance compression network architecture illustrated in Fig. 6C.

[0120] The power dividing and impedance shaping network of the RF Input network may also be implemented using other network types and topologies. For example, Fig. 6D is a schematic diagram illustrating a network 250 that serves to provide a degree of impedance shaping such that the impedance at the RF input 252 varies over a smaller range (e.g., ratio of Input resistances or input impedance magnitudes) than the individual rectifiers 254, 258, though it does not cause power to be shared equally among the rectifiers 254, 256 across operating conditions. The network 250 can be extended for use with additional rectifiers by paralleling additional rectifier-loaded quarter-wave-line branches having different characteristic impedances and appropriately designed rectifiers.

[0121] Additional power dividing can be obtained using networks that are not ideally lossless and/or which do not provide reduction in impedance range. For example, power may be split further using an isolating power splitter to divide up power to multiple resistance-compressed rectifier systems. Fig. 8E illustrates a network 280 that uses a two way splitter 262 (e.g., a Wilkinson splitter, a Gysel splitter, a hybrid splitter, etc.) to split power between first and second resistance-compressed rectifier systems 284, 288. Many-way splitters can be used when there are more than two resistance-compressed rectifier systems. While providing power dividing in this fashion does not provide additional reduction in impedance ranges, if can be made highly efficient, and the isolation helps soften the variations in input impedance. Moreover, it enables systems of different energy recovery power capacities to be simply constructed.

[0122] In some embodiments, the RF input port of an energy recovery system is referenced to a common potential (e.g., ground, etc.). However, in some cases,
the input port may be "differential" or floating (or "flying") with respect to system ground, while the recovered energy must be provided at an output port that is referenced to system ground. For example, the isolation port of a Wilkinson combiner is not ground referenced, but represents a "differential" input. One technique to recover energy at a floating or "flying" input port involves the use of an RF transformer or balun to transfer energy from the flying input voltage to a common-referenced port. Fig. 7A is a schematic diagram illustrating an example conversion network 270 for doing this in accordance with an embodiment, if such an approach is used, the energy may be recovered at the common-referenced port as described above. In the embodiment of Fig. 7A, energy at port AB 272 is delivered to output port CG 274 with \( V_{CC} = \left( \frac{N_2}{N_1} \right) V_{BA} \). If the effective turns ratio is not unity, network 270 also provides an impedance transformation such that \( Z_{\text{diff}} = \left( \frac{N_1}{N_2} \right)^2 Z_{RF} \). Depending on dc levels, one or both of the ports 272, 274 may require a series blocking capacitor, and one may also need to tune out transformer parasitica (such as leakage inductances and/or magnetizing inductance) at the RF frequency of interest (e.g., using capacitors).

[0123] Another technique to transfer energy from a "flying" input port to a common-referenced port for energy recovery purposes involves the use of transmission-line sections. Fig. 7B is a schematic diagram illustrating an example conversion network 280 that uses transmission line sections 288, 288, 290 to transfer energy between ports in accordance with an embodiment. At the design frequency, conversion network 280 transfers energy from a floating port 282 to a common-referenced port 284 according to the relationship \( V_{CC} = \left( \frac{Z_1}{Z_0} \right) V_{BA} \). Network 280 can provide both a differential to single-ended conversion and an impedance transformation, such that \( \frac{3}{4} = \left( \frac{Z_0}{Z_1} \right)^2 Z_{RF} \). In some cases, the \( Z_1 \) transmission line section can be omitted. For example, in cases where the load provided by the energy recovery system is at or near impedance \( Z_1 \), the transmission section can be omitted. Similarly, in cases where the impedance inversion provided by the quarter-wave section 290 is not a problem, this transmission line section can be omitted. Also, it will be recognized that blocking capacitors may be used in series with one or more of the terminals of the differential conversion network in some implementations. Note that the network can also be implemented with lumped transmission-line approximations, with
other impedance converting circuits taking the function of each quarter-wave section, or combinations of lumped and distributed structures serving the same or similar functions.

[0124] Other alternative techniques for converting "flying" or differential inputs to common-referenced outputs for energy recovery can be utilized in other embodiments. Combined with the other portions of the energy recovery system, these techniques enable RF energy to be recovered from "flying" ports.

[0125] It is recognized that even with flaring, some applications may be sensitive to any reflected power from the energy recovery system (including at the operating frequency, harmonics, or other frequencies), in such cases, an isolator may be used as part of the energy recovery input network to terminate any reflected power generated by the energy recovery system. As shown in Fig. 8A, an isolator 300 may be placed at the input of an energy recovery block 302 so that reflections from the Input are directed to termination 304. It should be appreciated that other isolator locations are also possible.

[0128] Fig. 8B is a schematic diagram illustrating an energy recovery system 310 that uses an isolator 312 to provide "multilevel" isolation and energy recovery in accordance with an implementation. As shown, a number of energy recovery blocks 314, 316 are coupled to ports of isolator 312. Each energy recovery block 314, 316 incorporates one or more energy recovery rectifiers and possibly other subsystems, as described above. Multilevel isolation provides the opportunity to capture RF power at different power levels and contents, and may be implemented with a 4 or more port circulator and a terminating resistor, or a cascade of 3-port circulators and a terminating resistor.

[0127] The availability of an energy recovery system also enables additional functions and features to be realized. One such function is power monitoring. For example, an additional circuit can be provided that monitors information about the energy recovery system, such as the Input and/or output power of the system, in some implementations, the system output power is monitored using the sensing and/or control signals of the energy recovery dc-de converter. In some other implementations, the output power may be monitored using additional low-frequency sensors or other structures, in at least one embodiment, the input
power may be monitored based on the operating point of the rectifier circuits. Alternatively, the input power may be monitored based on the operation of the energy recovery converter (e.g., estimating input power based on the known characteristics of the system and the converter input or output current, voltage, or power or rectifier input or output voltage, current, or power). Additional monitoring circuitry may also be provided in some embodiments. This may include, for example, circuitry for monitoring system temperature, operating status, and/or other critical operating parameters.

[0128] Many RF circuits incorporate power resistors that dissipate energy during circuit operation. Such circuits include RF hybrids, power combiners and dividers, isolators, RF power amplifier systems, duplexers, filters and termination networks, among other devices. Each of these circuit types can benefit by incorporating the energy recovery techniques described herein. Likewise, many RF circuits seek to absorb energy from an antenna, transformer secondary, coil, or other means of receiving RF energy, including in rectenna systems, wireless power transfer systems, inductive power coupling systems, radio-frequency power converter systems including RF dc-dc converters, and microwave power transmission systems. It is desirable to be able to capture RF energy in these systems and convert it to useable form, while minimizing reflected or dissipated RF power. Each of these circuit types can likewise benefit by incorporating the energy recovery techniques described herein.

[0129] One type of circuit that can benefit from the described techniques is an isolator. Fig. 9A is a block diagram illustrating the use of an energy recovery system 322 (e.g., the energy recovery system of Fig. 1, etc.) as a termination for an isolator 320. As illustrated, the isolator 320 includes a circulator 324 having three ports, with the energy recovery system 322 coupled to one of the three ports (i.e., instead of a conventional resistive termination). A first port of the circulator serves as the Input port of the isolator 320 and a second pod serves as the output port. RF power delivered to the isolator input port is transferred to the isolator output port. Any power entering the isolator output port (e.g., power reflected back into the isolator output port from a mismatched load and/or any other power) is transferred to the energy recovery system 322 at the third port of the circulator 324. In this manner, the energy may be at least partially recovered for other uses.
instead of being lost to dissipation as would occur with a conventional resistive termination.

[0130] Another application that can benefit from energy recovery is power combining and/or splitting. Fig. 9B is a block diagram illustrating the use of an energy recovery system 330 to provide energy recovery for a combiner/splitter 332 in accordance with an embodiment. The combiner/splitter 332 may include, for example, a rat-race hybrid, a branchline hybrid, a 90 or 180 degree hybrid, or others.

[0131] In the illustrated embodiment, the combiner/splitter 332 includes four ports: port 1, port 2, a sum port, and a difference (delta) port. The energy recovery system 330 may be coupled to either the sum port or the difference port. The energy recovery system 330 may provide, for example, a proper termination for the corresponding port (e.g., the difference port in Fig. 9B) while the other port (e.g., the sum port in Fig. 9B) is used as a "combined" port. In this manner, combining and/or splitting may be achieved between the combined port and ports 1 and 2, while energy is recovered for isolation at the energy recovery output port.

[0132] In some systems, three (or more) way combining/splitting may be used. Fig. 9C is a block diagram illustrating an implementation that utilizes differential to single-ended conversion in an energy recovery system. The combiner/splitter 348 is implemented as a 3-way Wilkinson combiner/splitter with the ports for isolation (with energy recovery) connected in delta, where each differential input port has an apparent input resistance of approximately $3Z_o$. This system uses three energy recovery rectifier systems 340, 342, 344, each including differential-to-single-ended conversion. The system may also include an RF input network comprising impedance shaping, filtering, distribution, and a plurality of rectifiers, along with a single energy recovery dc-dc converter system 350 to provide recovered energy at the output. In an alternative approach, this system can be reconfigured such that there is a separate energy recovery dc-dc converter for each of the energy recovery systems. This technique may be used for splitting or combining any number of signals.

[0133] Another application that can benefit from the energy recovery techniques described herein is power amplification. More specifically, systems
where power from multiple power amplifiers is combined to create a single higher power signal. Fig. 9D is a block diagram illustrating an example power amplification system 400 using energy recovery in accordance with an embodiment. As shown, output power from two power amplifiers 402, 404 is combined using an isolating combiner 406 with energy recovery (e.g., as illustrated in Fig. 9B). Depending on the relative magnitude and phase of the outputs of the two power amplifiers 402, 404, power will be delivered to one or both of first and second output ports of the combiner 406. The first output port is illustrated as the sum port and the second output port is illustrated as the difference port in Fig. 9D. An energy recovery system 408 may be connected to the second output port. This provides the opportunity to load the power amplifiers 402, 404 in an isolating fashion, and at the same time control power (and signal amplitude and phase) delivered to the output port by adjusting the magnitudes and phases of the outputs of the individual power amplifiers 402, 404. Power not delivered to the output port is recovered through the energy recovery system 408 (minus any losses). The magnitudes and phases of the outputs of the individual PAs 402, 404 may be controlled by, for example, any one or more of: (1) individually adjusting one or more of the pulse widths, timing, drive amplitudes, and phases of the power amplifier input signals (e.g., including amplitude modulation, phase-shift or outphasing modulation, PWSVI modulation, and on/off modulation), (2) individually adjusting the power supply bias voltages of the power amplifiers (e.g., via discrete or continuous drain modulation), (3) load modulation of the individual power amplifiers (e.g., by implementing each power amplifier as a Doherty amplifier or an outphasing amplifier with lossless combining), and/or other techniques, it should be recognized that such a system can also be realized with a larger number of power amplifiers, such as by using the combining and energy recovery system illustrated in Fig. 9C. Such a system enables high efficiency linear control of output power by adjusting the relative operation of the individual power amplifiers.

A power amplifier system with multiple power amplifiers can also be implemented as a balanced power amplifier system that realizes improved efficiency under load mismatch (e.g., from a non-ideal load impedance) at its output port. Fig. 9E is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary system 420 of
this type. In system 420, reflected power from an output post of a balanced amplifier 422 is captured by an energy recovery system 424. The recovered energy is provided at a dc output port 428 and may be used to supply part of the power to the power amplifiers 428, 430 of balanced amplifier 422, for powering computation or control circuitry, powering pre-amplifiers, and/or for other uses. The system 420 of Fig. 9E includes a first 90-degree hybrid 440 to provide appropriate phases at the two power amplifier inputs, and a second 90-degree hybrid 442 to combine power from the two power amplifiers 428, 430 for delivery to an RF output port. The energy recovery system 424 is connected to the isolation port of the second hybrid 442. Reflected power entering the output port (e.g., owing to load mismatch) can be substantially captured by the energy recovery system 424, thus providing improved operation under load mismatch.

[0135] Resistance compression networks (RCNs) absorb energy from a source and deliver it (ideally losslessly) to a plurality of loads (e.g., such a set of rectifiers), providing an input resistance that varies over a narrow range as the resistance of the loads vary together over a wide range. Resistance compression networks can also serve to reduce the phase of the input impedance as compared to the phase of the load impedances (phase compression). Ideally, the RCN splits input power substantially equally among the loads. Conventional resistance compression networks use reactances to accomplish this, and may additionally include transmission-line sections, as illustrated in Figs. 3F and 6C. The reactances themselves may be implemented as transmission-line sections or stubs or otherwise realized in pshfed-circuit form.

[0138] In some embodiments, resistance compression networks may be implemented using transmission-line sections having asymmetric lengths, wherein the transmission-line sections are provided as two-port structures Interconnecting among the source and loads. Such Transmission-Line Resistance Compression Network (TLRCN) implementations may provide several benefits. For example, they can (a) have low loss, (b) enable repeatable, low-cost implementation using printed circuit techniques, (c) provide filtering, and (d) with correct length selections, they can provide resistance compression at one or more harmonic frequencies. Moreover, at UHF frequencies and above, the discrete reactances often used in conventional RON designs represent an increasing challenge. That
is, the transmission-line effects associated with their physical size can substantially influence system behavior, and their numerical values can become extremely small, making them difficult to implement accurately and making the system susceptible to parasitic effects. TLRCN implementations, on the other hand, avoid these issues by directly realizing the RCN as a transmission-line structure interconnecting the source and loads.

[0137] A description will now be made of the theory and operating characteristics of Transmission-Line Resistance Compression Networks. With a TLRCN network, substantially balanced splitting of power to multiple loads and smaller variation in driving point resistance as compared to load resistance variation may be achieved using only transmission-line sections used as two-port devices to connect among the sources and loads. Fig. 10A shows a basic TLRCN structure, having a single input port (or compression port) with voltage $v_{IN}$ and two output ports with voltages $v_{O1}$ and $v_{O3}$ with the output ports loaded with identical resistive loads $\beta_4$. In each transmission-line section, or branch, in Fig. 10A the second terminal at each port of each transmission-line section may be treated as connected to a common potential at that end of the transmission-line section, as naturally occurs in a microstrip or other printad-circuit implementation, and is thus not shown explicitly. The first transmission-line branch 500 coupled to the input port has characteristic impedance $Z_0$ and a length $l_1$ corresponding to an electrical angular delay $\theta_1$ at an operating frequency of interest. The second transmission-line branch 502 coupled to the input port likewise has characteristic impedance $Z_0$ and a different length $l_2$ corresponding to an electrical angular delay $\theta_2$.

(Implementation of systems in which the two branches have different characteristic impedances and which operate best with different loading impedances is also possible.) We can express the lengths of the two branches as a base length plus and minus a delta length (or a base angle $^\circ$ minus a delta angle) as follows:

$$l_1 = l_{base} + \Delta l$$
$$l_2 = l_{base} - \Delta l$$

1
We obtain desired operating characteristics at a frequency of interest by proper selection of $Z_0$, $Q_{\text{Base}}$, $\Delta \theta$.

While there are multiple possibilities for base lengths, we first consider a base length $l_{\text{Base}}$ of $\lambda/4$ (a quarter wavelength at a frequency of interest), corresponding to $\theta_{\text{Base}} - \pi/2$ radians. (Any base length with an additional multiple of $\lambda/2$ in length will provide similar results.) Considering the first and second branches 500, 502 in Fig. 10A individually, we find branch input admittances at the frequency of interest:

$$Y_{\text{in,1}} = \frac{1}{Z_{\text{in,l}}} = \frac{1}{Z_0} \frac{Z_0 \cdot j R_L \cot(\Delta \theta)}{R_L - jZ_0 \cot(\Delta \theta)}$$

$$Y_{\text{in,2}} = \frac{1}{Z_{\text{in,l}}} = \frac{1}{Z_0} \frac{Z_0 + j R_L \cot(\Delta \theta)}{R_L + jZ_0 \cot(\Delta \theta)}$$

Since these admittances are complex conjugates, the network will divide power entering the input port equally to both loads (for identical load resistances). The impedance seen at the input port at the frequency of interest is resistive in this case, and can be shown to be:

$$Z_{\text{in}} = R_n = \frac{\left| \frac{\cot(\Delta \theta)}{1 + \cot^2(\Delta \theta)} \right|}{\left| \frac{R_L}{\cos(\Delta \theta)} \right|} \left[ \frac{R_n}{\cos(\Delta \theta) j} \right] \left\{ \frac{R_n}{\cos(\Delta \theta) j} \right\}$$

Such a characteristic clearly realizes resistance compression: the input impedance is resistive and varies only over a small range as the load resistances vary together over a wide range. In fact, this input resistance characteristic bears close relation to the input resistance of a type of resistance compression network that uses reactances in series with the load networks (e.g., see Fig. 1A). With a design selection of $\Delta \theta = \pi/4$ radians ($\Delta l = \lambda/8$), the circuit provides identical
characteristics (with the transmission-line characteristic impedance \(Z_0\) taking the place of reactance \(X\) in the expression for the Input resistance).

[0139] In general, a resistance range looking into a resistance compression network described herein will be less than the resistance range associated with the corresponding loads. More specifically, a "range ratio" looking into the resistance compression network will be less than range ratios associated with the loads, where the range ratio of a resistance range is defined as the ratio of a largest resistance value in the range to a smallest resistance value in the range.

[0140] Using the above-described network with a base angle of \(\theta_{\text{base}} = \pi/2\), "balanced" compression can be achieved for a range of load resistances having a geometric mean of \(R_{L,\text{center}}\):

\[
R_{L,\text{center}} = Z_0 \cdot |\cot(\Delta \theta)|
\]  

(5)

At this load resistance value \((R_{L,\text{center}})\), the input resistance takes on a minimum value of \(R_{\text{in,min}}\), with larger input resistance for other load resistances. The value of \(R_{\theta,\text{min}}\) may be calculated as follows:

\[
R_{\text{in,min}} = Z_0 \cdot \frac{|\cot(\Delta \theta)|}{[1 + \cot^2(\Delta \theta)]}
\]  

(6)

Fig. 10B shows a plot of the Input resistance (normalized to \(R_{\text{in-min}}\)) as a function of the load resistance (normalized to \(R_{L,\text{center}}\)), with the normalized load resistance on a log scale. Fig. 10C shows the detail of the ratio of the maximum to minimum input resistance plotted as a function of the maximum to minimum load resistance, assuming balanced compression (i.e., with \(R_{L,\text{center}}\) selected as the geometric mean of \(iR_{L,\text{max}}\) and \(R_{L,\text{min}}\)). For this case, we find:

\[
\frac{R_{\text{in,max}}}{R_{\text{in,min}}} = \frac{1}{2} \left[ \sqrt{\frac{R_{L,\text{max}}}{R_{L,\text{min}}}} + \sqrt{\frac{R_{L,\text{min}}}{R_{L,\text{max}}}} \right]
\]  

(7)

Which, for large values of \(R_{L,\text{max}}/R_{\text{in,min}}\), approaches:
The high degree of resistance compression provided by this system can be seen
in these expressions and in Fig. 10C, with a 10:1 ratio of load resistance
compressed to a 1.74:1 ratio in input resistance and a 100:1 ratio in load resistance
compressed to only a 5.05:1 ratio in input resistance. As with
conventional resistance compression networks, one can also use the TLRCN to
provide phase compression in which for identical non-resistive loads, the input
impedance is more nearly resistive than the load impedances themselves.

[0141] If should be noted that other base lengths besides \( b = \lambda/4 \) (\( \Theta_{\text{Base}} = \pi/2 \) radians) can be used. For example, a base length of \( l_{\text{Base}} = \lambda/2 \) (\( \Theta_{\text{Base}} = \pi \) radians) likewise results in equal power transfer to the two loads and a
compressed resistive input impedance. The characteristics associated with this
base length will be the same as that in Equations (3) - (6), except with \( \cot(\Delta \theta) \)
replaced with \(-\tan(A \delta)\) in each expression. Likewise, operation will be the same
with any additional multiple of \( \lambda/2 \) added to the base length. Because of this, with
appropriate selections of base length at a desired fundamental frequency, the
system can be designed to also provide resistance compression at one or more
harmonic frequencies (and at subharmonic frequencies), provided that the loads
have appropriate frequency characteristics.

[0142] There are multiple possible design approaches for TLRCN circuits.
Considering a base length \( l_{\text{Base}} = \lambda/4 \) (\( \Theta_{\text{Base}} = \pi/2 \) radians), one may a priori select
a value of \( A \delta = \pi/4 \) radians (\( \Delta \delta = \lambda/8 \)), such that \( \Theta_1 = 3\pi/4 \) and \( \Theta_2 = \pi/4 \). For
balanced compression, one may then select \( Z_0 \) as \( R_{l,\text{ce}} \Theta_{\text{Base}} \) (the geometric mean of
the maximum and minimum load resistances \( R_{l,\text{max}} \) and \( R_{l,\text{min}} \)). In this case, the
load resistances loading each transmission-line section vary (geometrically)
about the characteristic impedance of the lines, which helps reduce required
transmission-line reflection and loss. This design choice provides a compressed
input resistance having a range of values determined by the load resistances, in
cases where this range of input resistance values is not what is desired for the

\[
\frac{R_{\text{in, max}}}{R_{\text{in, min}}} \approx \frac{1 + \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\frac{R_{l,\text{max}}}{R_{l,\text{min}}}}}{}
\]
system, an additional impedance transformation stage may be placed at the input of the TLR+CN. One highly effective means to do this is to add an additional quarter-wave line at the input to the compression stage (referred to herein as the compression port), as illustrated in Fig. 10D.

The whole transmission-line structure of Fig. 10D is likewise itself a resistance compression network having both a compression stage and a transformation stage. The quarter wave line is selected to have a characteristic impedance $Z_T$ that provides an impedance transformation between the resistance obtained at the input of the compression stage (e.g., $\frac{3}{4}\over 0\beta$, the median of the range of the Input resistance $\frac{3}{4}$ or a similar value related to $\frac{3}{4}$) and that desired for the Input of the system ($\frac{3}{4}^{i\pi}$). In this case, to obtain an overall input resistance near a desired value $Z_{in,T,\delta M}$, we may select:

$$ Z_T = \sqrt{Z_{in,T,\text{desired}} \cdot Z_{in,\text{median}}} $$

Another design approach takes advantage of the freedom to choose both the differential length and the characteristic impedance of the transmission lines. One can also choose the base length. In the example that follows, a base length of $\theta_{\text{Base}} = \pi/2$ radians at the operating frequency will be used. By properly selecting the differential length and the characteristic impedance, within certain bounds, one can directly realize both resistance compression and a desired specified input resistance directly with the structure of Fig. 10A. In this design approach, one may start with a center resistance $R_{L,\text{center}}$ about which load resistances are compressed. For balanced compression, $R_{L,\text{center}}$ is chosen as the geometric mean of the maximum and minimum load resistances, $R_{L,max}$ and $R_{L,min}$. A desired minimum input resistance $R_{in,min}$ of any value below $R_{L,\text{center}}$ may then be chosen. The input resistance will take on values at and above $R_{in,min}$ with the range of $\frac{3}{4}$ values depending on the range of the $i\pi$. values as per Equation (7). One option is to select $R_{in,min}$ to be the desired resistance $R_{in,\text{desired}}$ seen at the Input of the TLRGN (recognizing that the actual Input resistance will be at or above the desired value). Another option is to set the median value of the Input resistance that occurs over the range of load resistances to match the desired
input resistance. To achieve this for a given maximum to minimum toad resistance ratio, one may select $R_{\text{in},\text{min}}$ as follows:

$$R_{\text{in},\text{min}} = \frac{2 \cdot R_{\text{in},\text{desired}}}{1 + \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\frac{R_{L,\text{max}}}{R_{L,\text{min}}}} + \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\frac{R_{L,\text{min}}}{R_{L,\text{max}}}}}$$

(10)

One could likewise select $R_{\text{in},\text{min}}$ to be some other value close to $R_{\text{in},\text{desired}}$ to achieve good results.

[0145] Based on selecting $R_{L,\text{center}}$ and $R_{\text{in},\text{min}}$ as described above (with resistance $R_{\text{in},\text{min}}$ necessarily selected below $R_{L,\text{center}}$), one can directly choose $Z_0$ and $\Delta \Theta$ of the network of Fig. 10A to provide both the needed compression and impedance transformation, as follows:

$$\alpha(\Delta \theta) = \frac{R_{L,\text{center}}}{R_{\text{in},\text{min}}} - 1$$

(11)

$$Z_0 = \frac{R_{L,\text{center}}}{\sqrt{\frac{R_{L,\text{center}}}{R_{\text{in},\text{min}}} - 1}}$$

(10)

This design choice has the advantage of providing both resistance compression and impedance transformation (where needed) in a compact structure. However, the practicality of such an implementation will depend on the desired values. For example, as $R_{\text{in},\text{min}}$ approaches $\frac{3}{4} R_{\text{in}}, \frac{3}{4}$, the characteristic impedance of the transmission line can grow unreasonably large. It should also be appreciated that one can use the selection of the transmission-line impedance and differential length to provide a first-degree of impedance transformation, and add another quarter-wave transformer at the input (and/or a set of quarter-wave transformers between the base compression stage and the loads) to provide additional impedance transformation.

[0146] As with conventional resistance compression networks, one may construct multi-stage or multi-level compression networks to provide greater
degrees of resistance compression than obtained with a single-level design. As with conventional resistance compression networks, this may be done by cascading single-level resistance compression stages in a tree structure (a.g., a binary tree, etc.), though other structural implementations of multi-level TLRCNs are possible. Fig. 10E shows an exemplary two-stage TLRCN. This example utilizes $l_{Θ_{θe}} = \lambda/4$ ($Θ_{θe} \approx π/2$ radians), and differential lengths $Δl = \lambda/8$ ($Δθ = π/4$) radians ($Δl = 7Δθ$), such that $θ_1 = 3π/4$ and $θ_2 = π/4$ in each stage. With this selection of differential lengths, a multi-stage TLRCN can be optimized (in terms of minimizing the peak deviation from a median input resistance) just as with conventional reactance-based multi-level RCNs (see, e.g., "A New Power Combining and Gutphasing Modulation System for High-Efficiency Power Amplification," by Perreauf et al., IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems – I, Vol. 58, No. 8, pp. 1713-1728, Aug. 2011; and U.S. Patent Publication No. 2011/0187437 to Perreauf et al., entitled "Radio-Frequency (RF) Amplifier Circuits and Related Techniques," which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety), with the transmission-line characteristic impedances of the lines in the two stages taking the place of the reactance amplitudes of the two stages. Alternatively, both the characteristic impedances and the base and differential lengths of each stage can be optimized to provide an overall desired input resistance level and transformation, with the opportunity to achieve additional goals through the parameter selection, such as minimizing $RCH$ loss. Although illustrated with two stages in Fig. 10E, it should be appreciated that additional stages may be added to provide further resistance compression.

Combining a transmission-line resistance compression network with a set of rectifiers forms a resistance compressed rectifier system. An exemplary resistance-compressed rectifier system 520 incorporating a TLRCN is shown in Fig. 10F. This system is for 2.14 GHz operation, and has four tuned rectifiers as loads for the TLRCN that act as approximately resistive loads, each providing ac input impedance of ~24 - 160 Ω over an Input power range of 0.125-1.07 W (and a do rectifier output power of 0.08 – 0.85 W) at a rectifier output voltage of 7 V. The rectifier also includes a series-resonant input filter, and is tuned for resistive operation by appropriate resonance between the device capacitance and output inductance. Note that these filtering and tuning elements can be provided as
discrete components or constructed in a printed circuit board (optionally including elements such as transmission-line sections, gap capacitors, etc.). The TLRCN has two compression stages and a transformation stage. The first compression-stage "A" compresses the resistances presented by the rectifiers into a range of 31-46 Ω (for the first-stage Input impedances $Z_{in,A1}$ and $Z_{in,A2}$, which act as the load for the second stage of compression). The second stage further compresses this to an input impedance $Z_{in,B}$ of approximately 19.4 Ω resistive over the rectifier load resistance range. The transformation stage, comprising a quarter-wave line, transforms this impedance into the overall input impedance of approximately 50 Ω.

[0148] It will be appreciated that the inventive energy recovery system can be employed in numerous other applications in which energy is conventional delivered to a resistive termination. By replacing the lossy termination with the energy recovery system, the power that would otherwise be lost can be captured and converted to a useful form, while maintaining a desirable loading characteristic at the termination port.

[0149] Having described exemplary embodiments of the invention, it will now become apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that other embodiments incorporating their concepts may also be used. The embodiments contained herein should not be limited to disclosed embodiments but rather should be limited only by the spirit and scope of the appended claims. All publications and references cited herein are expressly incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.
What is claimed is:

1. An energy recovery system to simulate behavior of a resistive termination for a radio frequency (RF) circuit coupled to the energy recovery system, the energy recovery system comprising:
   a rectification system having a plurality of tuned rectifier circuits and a plurality of rectifier input ports corresponding to the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits, the rectification system to rectify RF energy received at the plurality of rectifier input ports to generate a direct current (DC) signal at one or more rectifier output ports;
   an RF input network having an RF input port and multiple RF output ports, the RF input port forming an input of the energy recovery system and the multiple RF output ports being coupled to the plurality of rectifier input ports of the rectification system, the RF input network to provide input power distribution to the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits and input impedance shaping to shape the combined input impedance of the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits as seen at the RF input port of the RF input network; and
   a DC-DC converter system having an energy recovery input pod and a DC output port, the energy recovery input port of the DC-DC converter system coupled to the output port of at least one rectifier to convert rectified power to a useable DC output voltage, wherein the voltage at the energy recovery input port of the DC-DC converter system is regulated,

2. The energy recovery system of claim 1, wherein:
   the rectification system includes a single rectifier output port that carries a combined DC signal of the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits, the single rectifier output port being coupled to the energy recovery input port of the DC-DC converter system,

3. The energy recovery system of claim 2, wherein:
   the DC-DC converter system comprises a DC-DC converter that regulates its input voltage.
4. The energy recovery system of claim 3, wherein:
   the dc-dc converter is configured so that the regulated input voltage of the
dc-dc converter changes based, at least in part, on an RF input power level of the
rectification system.

5. The energy recovery system of claim 2, further comprising:
   at least one additional RF input network and at least one additional
rectification system coupled to the energy recovery input port of the dc-dc
converter system.

6. The energy recovery system of claim 2, wherein:
   the dc-dc converter system comprises a three-or-more port dc-dc converter
that includes a first port whose voltage is regulated by the dc-dc converter and
which receives an output signal of the rectification system, a second port to output
recovered energy to a load device, and a third port to provide power to the dc-dc
converter for use in regulating the output voltage of the second port.

7. The energy recovery system of claim 6, wherein:
   the third port of the dc-dc output converter is coupled to an energy buffer
for use in storing energy to regulate the output voltage of the second port.

8. The energy recovery system of claim 2, wherein:
   the dc-dc converter system comprises a first dc-dc converter having an
_input port and an output port, the first dc-dc converter input port coupled to the
single rectifier output port to convert rectified power to a useable dc output voltage
at the first dc-dc converter output port and a second dc-dc converter having an
output port coupled to an input port of the first dc-dc converter to regulate an _input
voltage thereof.
9. The energy recovery system of claim 8, wherein:
   the first and second dc-dc converters are both switched-mode converters.

10. The energy recovery system of claim 8, wherein:
   one of the first and second dc-dc converters is a linear regulator and the other of the first and second dc-dc converters is a switched-mode converter.

11. The energy recovery system of claim 1, wherein:
   the rectification system includes multiple rectifier output ports that each correspond to a subgroup of the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits; and
   the dc-dc converter system comprises multiple dc-dc converters having regulated input voltages coupled to the multiple rectifier output ports to receive dc signals from the multiple rectifier output ports and covert them to one or more useable dc output voltages.

12. The energy recovery system of claim 1, wherein:
   the RF input network includes a resistance compression network (RCN) to compress the resistance of the combined input impedance of the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits as seen at the RF input port of the RF input network.

13. The energy recovery system of claim 12, wherein:
   the resistance compression network has an order of 2 or greater.

14. The energy recovery system of claim 12, wherein:
   the resistance compression network is a lossless or near lossless network.

15. The energy recovery system of claim 14, wherein:
   the resistance compression network includes a pair of complementary reactances each having a terminal connected to a common potential.
16. The energy recovery system of claim 12, wherein:
the resistance compression network includes one or more transmission line sections.

17. The energy recovery system of claim 1, wherein:
the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits includes at least one tuned rectifier circuit that is tuned to provide an approximately resistive input impedance.

18. A machine implemented method for use in capturing energy output by a radio frequency (RF) circuit, the method comprising:
receiving an RF signal from the RF circuit;
distributing the RF signal among a plurality of tuned rectifier circuits, the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits to each generate a direct current (dc) signal at an output thereof in response to the RF input signal;
providing impedance shaping in coupling the input of the RF circuit to the input impedances of the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits to provide an approximately constant, resistive input impedance to the RF circuit; and
regulating an output voltage of the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits.

19. The method of claim 18, further comprising:
applying one or more dc signals output by the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits to one or more dc-dc output converters, at least one of which has a regulated input voltage, to convert the one or more dc signals to one or more useable dc output voltages,

20. The method of claim 18, wherein:
providing impedance shaping includes providing resistance compression to compress the input impedances of the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits to provide the approximately constant, resistive input impedance to the RF circuit.
21. The method of claim 18, further comprising:
   combining output signals of the plurality of tuned rectifier circuits to generate a combined output signal;
   delivering the combined output signal to a dc-dc output converter to convert the combined output signal to a useable dc output voltage; and
   regulating an input voltage of the dc-dc output converter.

22. The method of claim 18, wherein:
   distributing the RF signal among a plurality of tuned rectifier circuits includes delivering a portion of the RF signal to a first tuned rectifier circuit that is tuned to provide an approximately resistive input impedance.

23. A resistance compression network to shape an input impedance at a port for transferring energy to multiple loads at a first frequency, the resistance compression network comprising:
   a first transmission line segment having a first electrical length at the first frequency, the first transmission line segment having an output for coupling to a first load;
   a second transmission line segment having a second electrical length at the first frequency, the second electrical length being different from the first electrical length, the second transmission line segment having an output for coupling to a second load; and
   a compression port coupled to inputs of both the first and the second transmission line segments;
   wherein, over a set of operating conditions of interest, an equivalent resistance looking into the compression port at the first frequency varies over a first resistance range as equivalent resistances of the first and second loads vary over a second resistance range, wherein a range ratio associated with the first resistance range is less than a range ratio associated with the second resistance range, wherein the range ratio of a subject range is a ratio of a largest resistance value in the subject range to a smallest resistance value in the subject range.
24. The resistance compression network of claim 23, wherein;
the first and second toads have input impedances that vary in substantially
the same manner under similar conditions.

25. The resistance compression network of claim 23, wherein;
the first and second loads have input impedances that are approximately resistive at the first frequency.

26. The resistance compression network of claim 23, wherein:
the first and second transmission line segments each have substantially the
same characteristic impedance $Z_0$.

27. The resistance compression network of claim 26, wherein;
the first transmission line segment has an electrical length of $\frac{\pi}{2} + N\pi + \Delta\Theta$ radians and the second transmission line segment has an electrical length of $
\frac{\pi}{4} + M\pi - \Delta\Theta$ radians, where $N, M \in [0, 1, 2, ...]$.

28. The resistance compression network of claim 27, wherein;
the resistance range of the first and second loads at the first frequency has
a lower bound $\frac{\pi}{4} - m_{min}$, an upper bound $R_{l,m_{max}}$, and a center value $R_{l,center}$ that is
the geometric mean of $R_{l,m_{min}}$ and $R_{l,m_{max}}$; and
the characteristic impedance $Z_0$ of the first and second transmission line segments is approximately:

$$Z_0 = \frac{R_{l,center}}{\cot (\Delta\Theta)}.$$ 

29. The resistance compression network of claim 26, wherein;
the first transmission line segment has an electrical length of $\pi - N\pi - \Delta\Theta$
radians and the second transmission line segment has an electrical length of
$\pi - M\pi - M\Theta$ radians, where $N, M \in [0, 1, 2, ...]$.
30. The **resistance** compression network of claim 29, wherein:

the resistance range of the first and second loads at the first frequency has

a tower bound $i_{l,m}^{\text{min}}$, an upper bound $R_{l,m}^{\text{max}}$, and a center value $R_{l,CENTER}$ that is

the geometric mean of $R_{s,m}^{\text{min}}$ and $R_{l,m}^{\text{max}}$; and

the characteristic Impedance $Z_{0}$ of the first and second transmission line

segments is approximately:

$$Z_{0} = \frac{R_{l,CENTER}}{\left|\tan(\Delta \theta)\right|}.$$ 

31. The resistance compression network of claim 23, wherein:

the first and second transmission line segments have different

characteristic impedances.

32. The resistance compression network of claim 23, wherein:

the resistance compression network is configured to provide substantially

the same power to the first and second loads if the first and second loads have

substantially the same impedance.

33. The resistance compression network of claim 23, wherein:

the resistance compression network is configured for use with loads that

include rectifier circuits,

34. The resistance compression network of claim 23, further comprising:

a quarter-wave transformer coupled to the compression port to transform

the impedance looking into the compression port.

35. The resistance compression network of claim 23, wherein:

the compression port is a first compression port; and

the resistance compression network further comprises:
a third transmission line segment having a third electrical length at the first frequency, the third transmission line segment having an output for coupling to a third load;

a fourth transmission line segment having a fourth electrical length at the first frequency, the fourth electrical length being different from the third electrical length, the fourth transmission line segment having an output for coupling to a fourth load; and

a second compression port coupled to Inputs of the third and fourth transmission line segments;

wherein, over the set of operating conditions of interest, an equivalent resistance looking into the second compression port at the first frequency varies over a third resistance range as equivalent resistances of the third and fourth loads vary over a fourth resistance range, wherein a range ratio associated with the third resistance range is less than a range ratio associated with the fourth resistance range.

38. The resistance compression network of claim 35, further comprising;

a fifth transmission line segment having a fifth electrical length at the first frequency, the fifth transmission line segment having an output coupled to the first compression port;

a sixth transmission line segment having a sixth electrical length at the first frequency, the sixth electrical length being different from the fifth electrical length, the sixth transmission line segment having an output coupled to the second compression port; and

a third compression port coupled to inputs of the fifth and sixth transmission line segments;

wherein, over the set of operating conditions of interest, an equivalent resistance looking into the third compression port at the first frequency varies over a fifth resistance range as equivalent resistances at the first and second compression ports vary over the first and third resistance ranges, respectively, wherein a range ratio associated with the fifth resistance range is less than range ratios associated with the first and third resistance ranges.
37. The resistance compression network of claim 36, further comprising:
a quarter wave transformer coupled to the third compression port.

38. The resistance compression network of claim 35, wherein:

the resistance compression network is configured for use with loads having input impedances that vary in substantially the same manner under similar conditions.

39. The resistance compression network of claim 35, wherein:

the *third* electrical length is substantially equal to the first electrical length;

and

the fourth electrical length is substantially equal to the second electrical length.

40. The resistance compression network of claim 38, wherein:

the fifth electrical length is substantially equal to the first electrical length;

the sixth electrical length is substantially equal to the second electrical length;

the characteristic impedances of the first, second, third, and fourth transmission line segments are substantially the same; and

the characteristic impedances of the fifth and sixth transmission line segments are substantially the same as each other, but different from the characteristic impedances of the first, second, third, and fourth transmission line segments.

41. A circuit comprising:

first and second loads having substantially the same input impedances under substantially the same operating conditions; and

a transmission-line resistance compression network, including:

an input port;
a first output port coupled to the first load;
a second output port coupled to the second load; and
a transmission-line network coupled to the input port, the first output port, and the second output port, the transmission-line network comprising at least two transmission lines of different lengths;
wherein, for a first operating range, the resistances at input ports of the first and second loads vary over first and second ratios, respectively, the resistance of the input impedance at the input port of the transmission-line compression network varies over a third ratio, and the third ratio is smaller than at least one of the first and second ratios.

42. The circuit of claim 41, wherein:

the transmission-line resistance compression network is configured to provide substantially balanced splitting of power between the first and second output ports.

43. The circuit of claim 41, wherein:

the transmission-line resistance compression network is substantially lossless.

44. The circuit of claim 41, wherein the transmission-line resistance compression network comprises;

a first transmission line having an input and an output, the first transmission line having a length that is a multiple of a quarter wavelength plus a first additional length at a first operating frequency, wherein the output of the first transmission line is coupled to the first output port of the transmission-line resistance compression network; and

a second transmission line having an input and an output, the second transmission line having a length that is a multiple of a quarter wavelength minus the first additional length at the first operating frequency, wherein the output of the
second transmission line is coupled to the second output port of the transmission-line resistance compression network;

wherein the input of the first transmission line and the input of the second transmission line are coupled together to form a port.

45. The circuit of claim 41, wherein;

the first and second loads include rectifier circuits.

48. The circuit of claim 41, wherein:

the transmission-line resistance compression network is an M-stage network connected to $2^M$ loads and comprising $2^M$ transmission-line sections Incorporating transmission lines of at least two different lengths, where $M$ is an integer greater than one.

47. The circuit of claim 46, wherein;

the transmission-line resistance compression network comprises a binary tree of transmission-line sections.

48. A method for compressing resistances associated with a plurality of loads, the method comprising:

transforming an input impedance of a first load using a first transmission line segment having a first electrical length at a first frequency, the first load being associated with a first resistance range at the first frequency;

transforming an input impedance of a second load using a second transmission line segment having a second electrical length at the first frequency, the second load being associated with a second resistance range at the first frequency; and

providing a compressed resistance range at a compression port that is coupled to inputs of the first and second transmission line segments at the first frequency, the compressed resistance range having a range ratio that is less than a range ratio associated with at least one of the first resistance range and the
second resistance range, wherein a range ratio of a range comprises a ratio between a highest value in the range and a lowest value in the range.

49. The method of claim 48, wherein:

the first and second loads have input Impedances that vary in substantially the same manner under similar conditions.

50. The method of claim 48, wherein;

the first and second transmission line segments each have substantially the same characteristic impedance \( Z_\mathcal{E} \).

51. The method of claim 50, wherein:

the first transmission line segment has an electrical length of \( \pi / 2 + \pi N + \Lambda \Theta \) radians and the second transmission line segment has an electrical length of \( \pi / 2 + M \pi - \Lambda \Theta \) radians, where \( N, M \in [0, 1, 2, ...] \).

52. The method of claim 51, wherein;

the resistance range of the first and second loads at the first frequency has a lower bound \( R_{L, \text{min}} \), an upper bound \( R_{L, \text{max}} \), and a center value \( R_{L, \text{center}} \) that is the geometric mean of \( R_{L, \text{min}} \) and \( R_{L, \text{max}} \); and

the characteristic impedance \( Z_\mathcal{O} \) of the first and second transmission line segments is approximately:

\[
Z_\mathcal{O} = R_{L, \text{center}}/\left|\cot(\Delta \Theta)\right|.
\]

53. The method of claim 50, wherein;

the first transmission line segment has an electrical length of \( \pi + N \pi - \Lambda \Theta \) radians and the second transmission line segment has an electrical length of \( \pi + M \pi - \Lambda \Theta \) radians, where \( N, M \in [0, 1, 2, ...] \).
54. The method of claim 53, wherein:

the resistance range of the first and second beds at the first frequency has
a tower bound $R_{l_{max}}$, an upper bound $R_{l_{max}}$, and a center value $R_{l_{center}}$ that is
the geometric mean of $R_{l_{min}}$ and $R_{l_{max}}$, and

5 the characteristic impedance $Z_0$ of the first and second transmission line segments is **approximately**:

$$Z_0 = \frac{R_{l_{center}}}{|\tan(\Delta \theta)|}.$$

55. The method of claim 48, wherein;

10 the first and second beds include rectifier circuits,

56. The method of claim 48, further comprising:

transforming the resistance at the compression port using a third
transmission line segment having an electrical length of one quarter wavelength at
the first frequency.

57. An energy recovery system to simulate behavior of a resistive termination
for a radio frequency (RF) circuit coupled to the energy recovery system, the
energy recovery system comprising:

a rectification system having a plurality of tuned rectifier circuits, the
plurality of tuned rectifier circuits including at least a first tuned rectifier circuit and
a second tuned rectifier circuit;

an RF input network to feed the rectification system, the RF input network
comprising a resistance compression network that includes:

20 a first transmission line segment having a first electrical length at a
first frequency, the first transmission line segment having an output coupled
to the first tuned rectifier circuit;

a second transmission line segment having a second electrical
length at the first frequency, the second electrical length being different
from the first electrical length, the second transmission line segment having
an output coupled to the second tuned rectifier circuit; and
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over a fourth resistance range, wherein a range ratio of the third resistance range is less than a range ratio of the fourth resistance range.

59. The energy recovery system of claim 58, wherein the resistance compression network further comprises:

a fifth transmission line segment having a fifth electrical length at the first frequency, the fifth transmission line segment having an output coupled to the first compression port;

a sixth transmission line segment having a sixth electrical length at the first frequency, the sixth electrical length being different from the fifth electrical length, the sixth transmission line segment having an output coupled to the second compression port; and

a third compression port coupled to inputs of the fifth and sixth transmission line segments;

wherein, at the first frequency, an equivalent resistance looking into the third compression port varies over a fifth resistance range as equivalent resistances at the first and second compression ports vary over first and third resistance ranges, respectively, wherein a range ratio associated with the fifth resistance range is less than range ratios associated with the first and third resistance ranges.

60. The energy recovery system of claim 59, wherein the first and third resistance ranges are substantially the same.
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